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ABSTRACT

With the wide proliferation of text-based data on the Internet, there is a need for dealing with the information overload. The large amount of online user reviews may present an obstacle to developers who want to know users’ feedback and potential customers who are interested in applications. Here we employ text analysis provided in SAS® Text Miner to predict the overall and feature-based ratings for online application reviews. We use examples from Android Market and Apple Store, the real world of online application stores. The findings may aid in promoting the sales of applications by better satisfying customer demands.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently with the popularity of smart phones and tablet personal computers, thousands of application developers, working as additional service providers, have emerged and a so called producers-consumer network (Toffler 1980) has flourished. The sale of applications is important for both developers and application providers such as the Android Market and Apple Store. For the hardware manufacturers, applications attract end-users and thus drive hardware sales. The business model for application sales operates in this way: application developers receive 70% of the application price, with the remaining 30% distributed among carriers and payment processors (Duan, Gu, & Whinston, 2008). Therefore, both developers and application providers are deeply concerned with ways to improve online application stores so that sales and customer satisfaction remain high.

Generally, to learn customer demands and feedback, developers and end-users can communicate through user forums or the websites of application stores. For example, on the websites of application stores, users can rate and write reviews for different applications. Based on the ratings, application websites provide the rankings of applications in different categories. The rating information, however, is not informative enough for developers to improve the applications. Developers must also understand the textual content of user reviews. Many users provide the reasons why they do not like the application, for example, “Game is awesome! However, needs more levels and lags quite often.” But the textual content of user reviews has at times been ignored (Cao et. al., 2010). The developers can improve the application by increasing levels and reducing the lags. If we only focus on the star rating, no one will know how to improve this application or why this application is so popular.

Although reading online reviews may help developers to improve applications, in many cases the large quantity of textual reviews available for an application can be overwhelming, thereby impeding the developers’ ability to track the key information. For example, the number of reviews for any average application on the Android Market and Apple Store can exceed several hundreds. As of December, 2011, the number of reviews for the popular application Angry Birds, had reached 959,140 (cited from Android Market website).

To address the problem of information overload, websites have added a helpful voting mechanism that may encourage users to evaluate the helpfulness of user reviews by simply asking anyone who has read the review to vote on the question, “Was this review helpful to you?” Yet, the degree to which this mechanism may aid the reader remains limited. Even for the most popular online application stores, such as the Apple Store and the Android Market, a large portion of application reviews do not receive any helpfulness votes. Therefore, with a lack of helpfulness votes, reader decision-making facilitated by the helpfulness votes will be limited in effect.

In order to assist the developers to more easily find helpful review information to improve the application, a text mining based method of summarizing online reviews was investigated. Our objective is to help developers to better master customer demands and thus promote the sales of applications by employing the text mining approach.

The present study contributes to the eBusiness research discussion by proposing a text mining analysis method with SAS® Enterprise Miner to identify the sentiment words related to each topic and predict the feature rating and overall rating based on reviews. In this way, it may be easier for developers to find relevant and meaningful information to improve the application, thus increasing the application’s sale. This research also contributes to the text-mining research literature by using a text-mining approach in the study of application reviews. To the best of our knowledge, extant studies (Ghose & Ipeirotis, 2011; Li, Li, & Lin, 2008) of reviews on commercial websites used the data mainly

from commercial websites such as Amazon.com and Ebay.com. However, we noticed that few prior studies drew on the data from application stores such as the Android Market and Apple Store, which are newly emerging provider-user networks. To fill this research gap, the proposed approach in this paper empirically examined real data from the Android Market and Apple Store.

The remainder of this study is presented as such: Section 2 reviews literature relevant to the presented thesis. Data collection techniques and other methodologies are discussed in Section 3. Empirical results are presented in Section 4. Section 5 considers the limitations of current research while proposing meaningful avenues for further exploration.

RELEVANT WORK
ANALYSIS OF ONLINE REVIEW BY TEXT MINING
There are several studies that examine the detailed textual information contained within the online reviews (Snizek et al. 1979; Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil, et al. 2009). Content analysis was utilized to identify the factors affecting the evaluative content of book reviews in sociology (Snizek et al. 1979). As this technique is extraordinarily time-consuming when dealing with a large amount of data, such as the online book reviews, text mining is gaining attention in information systems research. Opinion-mining and sentimental-analysis have previously been used to analyze the textual information found in Amazon book reviews (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil, et al. 2009). Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil, et al. found that the perceived helpfulness of a review depended on its content as well as how the evaluation related to other evaluations of the same product. Cao et al. (2011) employed latent semantic analysis to uncover the semantic factors that may influence the number of helpfulness votes given to a particular review.

Several studies have extracted users’ opinions from online reviews to predict products’ sales (Forman, et al. 2008) and examined the effect of semantic characteristics on the helpfulness votes (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil, et al. 2009, Cao et al. 2011). However, few studies have realized the usefulness and importance of identifying the topics contained in user reviews in the application stores by automatically extracting the semantic information of reviews, thereby possibly helping developers better understand users’ responses. This research explores the potential ability to utilize a text-mining technique to quantify the semantic information contained in user reviews for applications.

TOPIC MODELING
Since the introduction of the LDA model (Blei, et al. 2003), various extended LDA models have been used for automatic topic extraction from large-scale corpora. In the context of social tagging systems, where multiple users are annotating resources, the resulting topics reflect a shared view of the document; and the tags of the topics reflect a common vocabulary. As for community detection, the most representative approaches include centrality or betweenness-based approaches and graph partitioning-based approaches. Girvan and Newman extended the betweenness measure to edges and designed a clustering algorithm which gradually removes the edges with the highest betweenness value (Girvan, et al. 2002). This algorithm has been improved through modularity; and the complexity is reduced from $O(m2n)$ to $O(md\log n)$ where $d$ is the depth of the dendrogram of the community structure (Clauset, et al. 2004). Many studies provide various models and algorithms for topic mining and community detection; yet, few of them have integrated those models and algorithms, performed topic mining for detected communities.

Although much work has been done in the topic modeling, there remains a need to apply these topic models empirically. The abundance of information created by the online review system provides a significant obstacle to identifying the information concerned. This paper takes the initiative to investigate how to identify the latent topics contained in the application review data, potentially helping developers to more easily identify useful user demand information.

RESEARCH METHODS
The research conceptual model of this research is illustrated in the Figure 1.

As shown in the Figure 1, our study is divided into three steps:

Step 1: Latent features identification in the review data: In this step, we identify the latent application features of Angry Birds by employing LDA topic model. Detailed methods can be found in Li et al. (2010).

Step 2: Manual Coding: There are two coders who independently coded each review and gave the scores for each feature. The score scale is from 1 to 5, which is consistent with the overall rating scale. We presume that 1 and 2 refer to negative review while 4 and 5 refer to positive review. 3 means the review does not mention the feature.

Step 3: Prediction with SAS® Enterprise Miner: We employ SAS® Enterprise Miner to establish the overall rating and feature rating prediction model.
DATA COLLECTION

Data was collected from the Android Market and Apple Store, online application providers for smart phones and tablet personal computers running the Android system and iOS respectively. The Android Market and Apple Store provide an ideal study environment for this paper because the competition in the market is fierce and developers must understand users' demands.

The Android Market and Apple Store and Apple Store offer users a friendly feedback system to share their opinions and experiences about the applications. The user review system includes detailed comments and a five-star user rating system. One of the advantages of the Android Market and Apple Store's online user review system is that many users can note the shortcomings of the applications so that developers can improve them.

To collect review data, we chose Angry Birds, one of the most popular applications in the Android Market and Apple Store, as our target application. We collected the entire history of review data up to December 15, 2011 for this application (Cited from Android Market and Apple Store). The total number of user reviews was 953,619 (from Android Market) and 817,913 form Apple Store. The rating distributions of this application from two websites are shown in Figure 2.

*Data period: May 2010 to December 2011

As Figure 2a shows, the rating choice range is from one star to five stars, and the number of ratings below five stars reached 202,974. This illustrates that many users are not totally satisfied with this application despite the average rating being 4.6. Even for the reviews with five stars, some users still pointed out the shortcomings of the application (The example illustrates this point was introduced in the first section). For the data collected, each record consisted of reviewer's ID, the title of the review, overall rating and the detailed reviews.

TOPIC MODELING METHOD

Statistical topic modeling has been proposed as an unsupervised method to summarize the contents of large document collections. The classic model is called Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei, et al. 2003). These models and their extensions use simple surface features such as word occurrences within documents to reveal the semantic content of documents. In this study, we employed LDA to identify the primary topics contained in the online review data set. LDA is a model for topic discovery (Blei, et al., 2003). In LDA, each document (here "document" refers to individual reviews) is viewed as a mixture of various topics, where a topic is a probability distribution over words.
Figure 3. LDA Model

where $\alpha$ is the parameter of the Dirichlet prior on the per-topic word distributions; $\beta$ is the parameter of the Dirichlet prior on the per-document topic distributions; $\theta$ is the topic distribution for document $D$; $\varphi$ is the word distribution for topic $T$; $Z$ is the topic for the word $W$ in the document $D$.

As shown in Figure 2, the existing framework of LDA has three hierarchical layers, where topics are associated with documents, and words are associated with topics. Latent Dirichlet Allocation maintains a statistical foundation by defining the topic-document distribution, which allows inferences on new documents based on a previously estimated model and avoids the problem of over fitting, which is known as a deficit of Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing (pLSI). The procedure of generating each word in a document under LDA can typically be broken down into two stages. One first chooses a distribution over a mixture of $K$ topics. Following that, one acquires a topic randomly from the topic distribution and draws a word from the topic according to the topic’s word probability distribution.

Our study attempts to identify the latent topics contained in each review by employing the LDA model. The process is introduced below.

**Preprocessing**

Preprocessing was performed on the Android Market and Apple Store review data before the subsequent text analysis. Punctuation, numbers and other non-alphabetic characters were removed first. Then for reducing the vocabulary size and addressing the issue of data sparseness, stemming was performed using Porter's stemmer algorithm. Stop words were also removed based on a stop word list.\(^2\)

**Latent Features**

We employ the LDA method in (Li et. al, 2010). The latent topics identified from our dataset are listed below:

- **Entertainment:** This feature is about the fun that is brought by the game Angry Bird. The key words related to this feature include: fun.
- **Quality:** This feature talks about the game’s graphics and sound quality. The key words related to this feature include: graphics, screen, sound.
- **Performance:** This feature refers to the game’s speed and update situation. The key words related to this feature include: update, speed, space.
- **Interface:** This feature is about how the game interacts with users, for example, if users complain with the advertisements popping up during the game. The key words related to this feature include: advertisement.

**TEXT MINING WITH SAS® ENTERPRISE MINER**

**Manual Coding**

Two people coded scores of each feature independently based on reviews. The final result of the scoring is the average of two independent scoring. Score 1 and 2 indicate negative scores, 4 and 5 indicate positive scores for each feature. Score 3 indicates that review does not mention the feature. In addition, for increasing accuracy of scoring, the two coders discussed and got consensus on records that have larger difference than the threshold.

\(^2\) [http://ir.dcs.gla.ac.uk/resources/linguistic utils/stop words/](http://ir.dcs.gla.ac.uk/resources/linguistic utils/stop words/)
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The analysis of the latent topics identification from the user reviews of Angry Birds is listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Features</th>
<th>Related words</th>
<th>Positive Frequency</th>
<th>Related words</th>
<th>Negative Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>love</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>awful</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>great</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>mighty</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>bad</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>terrible</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>late</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sad</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface</td>
<td>amazing</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>annoying</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>difficult</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 1, four functional features and their related sentiment words have been identified. It seems that users are really satisfied with the Entertainment brought by this application. There are such positive words as “Love" and “Great" for this feature. The frequency for each word is 49 and 16 respectively. There is only one negative word “Awful” related to this feature. Quality refers to the game’s graphics and sound quality. Two main negative words relate to this feature are “Bad” with frequency of 31 and “Terrible” with frequency of 21. As for Performance, users are also not satisfied, which can be illustrated by the negative words such as “Late” and “Sad.” Users complained about the recent performance of the game since there is no new version for running on the new iOS. Most of them feel sad about the game. Interface refers to all the comments about advertisements on the application. We can see that more negative words are related to this feature than positive words, which means that users are annoyed by the advertisements on the application. One reviewer wrote, “I would quite happily pay to update and get rid of the
annoying ads (ads is the abbreviation of advertisement based on the context).” The negative sentiment can be reflected by such words as “Difficult” and “Annoying”.

We can see that Quality, Performance, and Interface have more negative words than do Entertainment. Overall users talked more about the poor graphics, late update and the advertisements appearing on the application. This makes sense in that recently a new iOS has been issued but the Angry Birds is not compatible with the new operation system. Angry users tended to comment on the disadvantages of the application’s bad performance and poor graphics quality brought by the incompatibility. Users’ reviews are really helpful for developers to know how to improve the target application.

To further examine the words related to each feature, another feature of SAS Text Miner is to use the visualization of concept links to see how terms are linked in these short definitions. Figure 6a to 6d separately show the terms related to Game (Entertainment Feature), Graphics (Quality Feature), Update (Performance Feature) and Advertisement (Interface Feature). Figure 6e is the terms related to the game Angry Birds.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we examined a previously ignored yet important research question concerning the online user reviews: How can we enhance the communication between application developers and users? We addressed this question by investigating a text mining based method for mining and summarizing the users’ opinions about the applications, which are contained in the online reviews. We first identified the features users mostly mentioned in the online reviews by employing LDA algorithm. Then the feature-related sentiment words are captured by SAS® Enterprise Miner and we further established a model to predict the feature rating and overall rating based on reviews with SAS® Enterprise Miner. A number of practical and research implications can be derived from this study.

This study is complementary to the previous work on online user reviews. Previous work on online reviews made an effort to predict the relationship between online reviews and product sales. This study examined how to identify the critical information contained in the online reviews by employing text mining method. The major contribution of this study is to add to understanding on how to identify the features users most frequently mentioned in the reviews and the corresponding sentiment towards these features.

This study also has significant implications for website designers in that it can guide them in designing multi-dimensional rating mechanisms that may satisfy users’ diversified demands. The application websites may provide multi-dimensional rating mechanisms based on the most frequently mentioned application features in the reviews. For example, if users frequently mention “Advertisement” in the reviews, it will help users make a decision when there is a rating on the advertisement. Users who do not like advertisements popping up during the games may not choose this application if they find the rating on this dimension is low (which means there are too many advertisements during game). Actually, the application of the proposed approach is promising, including words association rule identification in linguistics, topics identification in dataset and so on.
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